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Using noninvasive
functional
magnetic resonance
imaging
(fMRI) techniques,
we analyzed
the responses
in human
area MT with regard to visual motion, color, and luminance
contrast
sensitivity,
and retinotopy.
As in previous
PET
studies, we found that area MT responded
selectively
to
moving (compared
to stationary)
stimuli. The location
of
human MT in the present fMRl results is consistent
with
that of MT in earlier PET and anatomical
studies.
In addition
we found that area MT has a much higher
contrast sensitivity
than that in several other areas, including primary visual cortex (Vl). Functional
MRI half-amplitudes in Vl and MT occurred
at approximately
15% and 1%
luminance
contrast,
respectively.
High sensitivity
to contrast and motion in MT have been closely associated
with
magnocellular
stream
specialization
in nonhuman
primates.
Human psychophysics
indicates
that visual motion appears to diminish
when moving color-varying
stimuli are
equated
in luminance.
Electrophysiological
results from
macaque MT suggest that the human percept could be due
to decreases
in firing of area MT cells at equiluminance.
We show here that fMRl activity in human MT does in fact
decrease
at and near individually
measured
equiluminance.
Tests with visuotopically
restricted
stimuli in each hemifield produced
spatial variations
in fMRl activity consistent
with retinotopy
in human homologs
of macaque areas Vl,
V2, V3, and VP. Such activity in area MT appeared
much
less retinotopic,
as in macaque.
However, it was possible
to measure the interhemispheric
spread of fMRl activity in
human MT (half amplitude
activation
across the vertical
meridian
= -15’).
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The cerebralcortex is well mappedin the macaquemonkey, and
a wealth of detail is known about the cortical connections,the
single unit properties, and the functional organization of different areas.By comparison,very little is known about corresponding areasin humancerebral cortex, or even if they exist. In this
respect, the state of human neuroscienceresearch is indeed
“backward” (Crick and Jones, 1993). Although research on
monkey cortex is commonly justified asa modelfor that of man,
little effort has gone into testing the limits or generality of the
macaquemodel.
In visual cortex, the largest and most accurately mappedcortical region in macaque,one fundamentalbut controversial finding is that visual information is channeledalong two general,
parallel, information processing pathways (for reviews, see
Maunsell, 1987; Maunsell and Newsome,1987; DeYoe and Van
Essen,1988; Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Martin, 1988; Zeki
and Shipp, 1988; Desimoneand Ungerleider, 1989; Felleman
and Van Essen, 1991; Kaas and Garraghty, 1991; Goodale and
Milner, 1992; Van Essenet al., 1992; Merigan and Maunsell,
1993). In this model, information about visual color and form
are processedin a ventral streamof interconnectedcortical areas,
and information about visual motion and location are processed
in a dorsalstream.
By homology, parallel visual pathways have been proposed
in humans. PET studies (Lueck et al., 1989; Corbetta et al.,
1990;Zeki et al., 1991;Watsonet al., 1993)suggestthe presence
of separatecortical regions for the processingof color versus
motion, which is consistentwith the parallel pathways model.
However, little else is known about such regions, becauseof
limits on spatial and temporal resolution, as well as radiation
dosagelimits inherent in PET technology. The radiation dose
limits in particular sharply restrict the amount of information
that can be gainedfrom a single individual.
Clinical studies(for reviews, seeDamasioet al., 1990; Zeki,
1990, 1991) also suggestthat color and motion are processedin
different cortical loci. However, lesionsin such studiesare difficult to interpret becausethey include fibers of passage,and
have an unknown relationshipto the actual cortical areasof interest. Recent anatomical studies (Burkhalter and Bernardo,
1989; Clarke and Miklossy, 1990;Hockfield et al., 1990; Horton
and Hoyt, 1991; Tootell and Taylor, 1994) have furnished preliminary information about areasV2, V3, MT, and VP in humans,but most of visual cortex remainsessentiallyunmapped.
Some caution is appropriatewhen generalizing from cortical
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maps in monkey to those in humans, because numerous differences in cortical organization are known to exist between different orders of nonhuman primates. Such differences include
discrepancies in the topography or existence of different extrastriate visual areas (Burkhalter et al., 1986; Sereno and Allman,
1991; Kaas, 1993), differences in “parallel”
columnar architec-

ture (e.g., DeBruyn et al., 1993), and differences in single unit
properties in presumablyhomologousareas(e.g., Zeki, 1980).
These cortical differences are paralleled by perceptual differencesbetween speciesin color vision, contrast sensitivity, acuity, and other dimensions(DeValois et al., 1974a-c; Jacobs
1977a,b;Jacobset al., 1979).
Recently, magneticresonanceimaging (MRI) techniqueswere
introduced that make it possibleto clarify these and other unresolved quesionsabout the functional organization of human
visual cortex. In an initial

study, exogenous

contrast agents were

administeredto reveal activity-dependent changesin blood flow
(Belliveau et al., 1991). Subsequentwork has exploited endogenouschangesin magnetic susceptibility due to localized activity-dependent variations in blood flow and oxygenation (Kwong
et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992). The latter functional MRI

(fMR1) technique is noninvasive and without known danger,so
that a given subject can be scannedrepeatedly to clarify or average small signals.Spatial resolution can be lessthan a millimeter (Frahm et al., 1993; Menon

et al., 1993), and responses

occur within a few seconds(Bandettini et al., 1992; Kwong et
al., 1992).
Using fMR1 techniquesbasedon blood flow andoxygenation,
we were able to obtain very detailed functional

information

from

single cortical visual areas.Here we describeresultsfrom area
MT, also known as V5 in humansand macaques.Abstracts of
this work have appeared(Tootell et al., 1993a,b).
We targeted area MT for several reasons.(1) In monkeys, it
is distinct from surroundingareas,both functionally andanatomically. (2) Monkey MT also marks the anatomicalbeginning of
one branch of the parallel pathways, the chain of cortical areas
apparently mediatingmotion perceptionand spatial localization.
Similar evidence in man would support the idea of parallel human visual pathways.(3) Unlike many extrastriatecortical visual
areas, presumptive

homologs

of area MT

exist in all primates

tested, including prosimians(Allman et al., 1973), New World
monkeys

(Allman

and Kaas, 1971; Felleman

and Kaas, 1984;

Krubitzer and Kaas, 1990) and Old World monkeys (e.g., Dubner and Zeki, 1971; Van Essenet al., 1981; Gattas and Gross,
1981; Maunsell and Van Essen,1983a,b;Albright, 1984; Fioriani et al., 1989). Therefore, it is likely to be evolutionarily
conserved

and exist in man as well. (4) More

is known

about

the receptive field propertiesof monkey MT cells than perhaps
any other extrastriate cortical visual area; this allowed us to
make detailed predictions about the behavior of a human MT
(5) Finally, there is now someanatomical(Clarke and Miklossy,
1990; Serenoand Allman, 1991; Tootell and Taylor, 1994) and
PET (Lueck et al., 1989; Zeki et al., 1991; Watsonet al., 1993)
evidence on the location of presumptive MT in man, to which
the presentresultscan be compared.
Materials and Methods
Sixty-five scanning sessions were devoted entirely or primarily to area
MT Eighteen normal human subjects were scanned (1-15 times) in a
1.5 T GE scanner with echo planar imaging (Advanced NMR). The
data base of this study included approximately 400,000 images.
Functional MRI sequences were obtained while subjects viewed specifically designed visual stimuli. Most data were obtained using either

gradient echo (GE, TE = 50 msec, TR = 2000 msec) or asymmetric
spin echo (ASE; TE = 80 msec, TR = 2-3000 msec; Wismer et al.,
1988; Baker et al., 1993) sequences. Voxel size was set for either 3 X
3 X 5-6 mm or 1.6 X 1.6 X 4 mm (“low” or “high” spatial resolution,
respectively). High resolution scans were used when the immediate experimental goal was optimal localization, and low resolution scans were
used when a more favorable signal-to-noise ratio, or a quicker image
reconstruction, was required.
To minimize the possibility of vascular artifact, major findings were
confirmed using more flow-specific sequences. Usually this was a spin
echo inversion recovery sequence (TI = 1100 msec, TE = 43 msec)
(Kwong et al., 1992), although T2-weighted spin echo sequences with
increased microvascular sensitivity (Fisel et al., 1991; Kwong et al.,
1993; Weiskoff et al., 1993) were also used. High-resolution anatomic
(Tl) and flow-compensated sequences (to highlight the vasculature)
were also obtained during each scanning session, so that the location
of the functional patterns could be compared to the location of the gray
matter and the major vessels.
A 5” surface coil was positioned slightly lateral to the occipital pole,
resulting in increased signal sensitivity in that underlying hemisphere.
Samples were taken from both right and left hemispheres, in different
experiments, but no obvious functional lateralization was seen in any
of the areas described here. Analysis of laterally placed areas such as
MT was usually confined to the hemisphere underlying the surface coil.
In some subjects, sequences were gated to the subject’s EKG to reduce
baseline noise. Many subjects also used a bite bar to stabilize head
position.
Using low-resolution scans, 6 mm thick, adequate coverage of visual
cortex was obtained with only five or six contiguous slices. When 4
mm thick, high-resolution scans were used, 7-10 contiguous slices were
required to cover the same area of interest. The number of slices used
was kept to a minimum, because extra slices decreased the number of
images per slice that could be obtained in each scan, due to scanner
memory limitations.
In approximately two-thirds of the scanning sessions, slices were oriented parallel with the calcarine fissure (see Fig. 1A). The advantages
of this slice plane included the following: (1) fewer slices were required
to completely cover areas Vl and MT, (2) eccentricity-dependent variations in Vl are most clear in this plane; (3) this scan plane is least
prone to partial volume sampling, because MT (viewed as an oval of
gray matter) is usually oriented perpendicular to this scanning plane.
In remaining scans, slices were oriented nearcoronally, perpendicular
to the above plane (Fig. 1B). This scan plane was optimal for sampling
activity in inferior and superior visual cortical areas, or inferior versus

superiorvisual field representations.
Furthermore,becausethis plane
runs near-parallel to MT in most subjects, topographical variations
across the area are also most clear in this plane.
Subjects lay on their backs, facing the ceiling of the bore. Stimuli
were rear-projected onto a stimulus screen providing an activated visual
field 92” wide by 65” high. The screen (Da-lite Corp.) was positioned
inside the magnet, just rostra1 to the subject’s jaw. A large mirror was
interposed between, and oriented approximately 45” to, the screen and
the subject’s line of sight, so that subjects looked directly up to see an
image positioned at neck level. Stimuli were projected onto the screen
by a SONY 2000 color LCD projector, through a collimating lens. Depending on the stimuli used, the projector was driven by either (1) a
Macintosh computer, via a Radius interface (model 0355, Videovision);
(2) a videotape of visual stimuli, usually generated on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 3130; or (3) directly from a Silicon Graphics ONYX super-

computer.
Subjects were instructed to stare at a fixation spot at the center of
the stimulus during MRI scans. Typically, four to six different stimulus

periods(includingasmanydifferentstimuli)werepresented
in a given
6 min scan, separated by control stimuli (uniform field of equal mean
luminance, excepting the fixation spot) of equal duration. Most functional scans lasted 5:20-6:00 min long. Within a given scan, stimuli
were of equal length, either 30, 39, 40, or 45 set long. All told, 210
different visual stimuli were presented at least once; the most interesting
stimuli were presented many times. Detailed descriptions of these stimuli are presented in the text and figure legends, with the associated
results.
Image data were analyzed off line, using the following forms of analysis. (1) Movies were run of all (e.g., 180) images per slice, either as
difference images or raw images. This furnished a dynamic yet tomographic view of the activity variations, as well as one index of head
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Figure 1. Typical scanning planes used in this study. Both panels show a midsagittal slice from a scout scan, with the slice planes used in the
functional studies superimposed. Anterior is to the right, and posterior to the left. The slices in A areoriented approximately parallel to the calcarine
fissure, the slices in B are approximately perpendicular to it. Slice thickness is 4 mm in A and 6 mm in B.
motion. (2) Averaged difference images for each stimulus and control
condition were displayed as gray-scale images. (3) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Press et al., 1988; Stuart and Ord, 1991) analyses of stimuluslocked activity were computed and displayed in pseudocolor, scaled
according to statistical significance, and superimposed on a gray scale
high-resolution Tl image. (4) The time course of activation at each
voxel or region of interest was displayed for the entire scan. The location of sampled regions was controlled on line by a mouse.
When image head motion was greater than l-2 mm, and when it was
not corrected by software reregistration algorithms (Woods et al., 1992;
Jiang et al., 1994), the images were discarded. Time courses from the
same volume of interest were often averaged in response to identical
stimuli, to increase the signal/noise ratio and to minimize individual
variations. Plots of time courses were not temporally smoothed.
Levels of activation were calculated by subtracting the averaged baseline MRI signal strength from the averaged activation, in response to
each stimulus. Activation was expressed in percentage change relative
to baseline, or in raw MRI signal levels. Data from the first 5-6 set
following stimulus onset or offset were deleted from quantitative analysis, consistent with the time course of fMR1 dynamics. When baseline
values dropped after stimulus offset (“undershoot”),
amplitudes were
measured relative to the corrected baseline level.

Results
Irma-area retinotopic mapping
To identify and distinguishretinotopic areasin our subjects,retinotopically restricted stimuli were presentedwithin most scan-

ning sessions.These included activation of upper-versus-lower,
right-versus-left, and center-versus-peripheralvisual fields.
kspecially informative were stimuli activating the vertical versushorizontal meridia, sincemost retinotopic areasborder each
other alongeither vertical or horizontal meridianrepresentations.
In thesetests,stimuli (flickering checkerboardsand moving dots
and gratings) were confined to pie-shapedwedges,centeredon
either the horizontal or vertical meridian.The wedgessubtended
40” per hemisphere(40” along the horizontal meridian, or 80”
along the vertical meridian).
A typical result from thesestudiesis shownin Figure 2, from
a near-coronalslice (as shown in Fig. 1B). There are three representationsof the horizontal meridian, paired in rough mirror
symmetry acrossthe two hemispheres(red in Fig. 2A). The one
passingthrough the lateralmostdepth of the calcarine fissureis
the horizontal meridianrepresentationof V 1. The horizontal meridian superior to that (upper in Fig. 24) is presumably that
between dorsal V2 and the adjacent anterior area, presumptive
V3. The most inferior (lowest) horizontal meridian representation marksthe border betweenventral V2 and VP, againextrapolating from the monkey literature.
The vertical meridia (shownin blue in Fig. 2A) are somewhat
harder to distinguish, becausethey tend to lie on the medial
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Figure 2. Functional labeling of the vertical versus horizontal meridian representations in one subject. The slice plane was perpendicular to the
calcarine fissure, as shown in Figure IB. Thus, superior-versus-inferior brain axes are approximately up-versus-down in this figure, and lateral is
outermost. The stimuli were moving dot arrays, within paired pie-shaped wedges. The wedges were 40” wide within each hemisphere (thus, 80”
wide on the vertical meridian). The dots within each pie-shaped wedge activated cells within retinotopically corresponding regions of the visual
cortex. A shows the activation produced in a single slice. Activation was produced over wide regions of visual cortex; here, the pseudocolored
regions indicate only regions activated specifically by stimuli centered on either vertical (blue) or horizontal (red) meridians. Presumptive human
area V3 lies between the most superior vertical meridian representation (uppermost
blue activation
patches) and the horizontal meridian representation (red patches) just below that. Presumptive dorsal V2 lies between that horizontal meridian representation and the next lowest vertical meridian
representation. Area VI includes activated cortical regions in the calcarine fissure, extending through one horizontal meridian representation to the
next lowest vertical meridian representation. Below that (extending to the lowest horizontal meridian representation) is ventral V2. Below that is
presumptive area VP These presumptive area boundaries are indicated on B. The approximate boundaries of the gray matter in A were extracted
by using a difference-of-gaussian filter with a center width of approximately 4 mm. Where two adjoining areas, approximately equal in width, were
activated by this stimulus, we estimated the area boundary to be midway through the activated patch. Where only one area was activated, the area
boundary was placed closer to the outer edge of the activated region. Where area boundaries are undefined (e.g., the lateral borders of VP and
V3A), this is indicated by diffuse color-white borders. The information about area boundaries in Figure IB was supplemented from other MRI
scans, not shown here. The scale bar is 1 cm.

bank. Nevertheless,areasnear the vertical meridians dividing
Vl and V2 can be seenon both ventral and dorsalmedialbanks.
The most superiormeridianin Figure 2A is another vertical one,
separatingpresumptive V3 from V3A. In Figure 2B, this (and

other, seebelow) retinotopic information is summarizedto define
area borders in this slice; similar information was available in
most posterior slices.
Other retinotopically restrictedstimuli activated upper-versus-
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Figure 3. MRI activation in human area MT, produced by identical stimuli in three different scans. Information for each scan (all taken from the
same subject, using approximately the same slice planes) is shown in both map form (upper rows) and in an activation time course (lower panels).
A shows the activation produced by radially moving random dots, in an asymmetric spin echo sequence (TR = 2000 msec, TE = 80 msec, delta
= -20; Baker et al., 1993). B was produced by the same stimuli using a T2-weighted sequence (TR = 2000 msec, TE = 80 msec; Kwong et al.,
1993). C is similar, produced by a spin-echo inversion recovery sequence (TR = 4000 msec, TI = 1100 msec, 18 = 43 msec; Kwong et al., 1992,
1993). A-C are taken from the same slice. The inset in the bottom right of A shows the location from which A-C were taken. The “MT” activation
in all three sequences occurs at approximately the same cortical location, although at widely different amplitudes. Gray scale levels in A-C are
normalized according to the level of peak activation in MT of each sequence. The minor topographic differences between activation sequences may
reflect noise, head motion between scans (separated by up to 2 hr), or it may reflect actual differences in sources. Scale bar, 1 cm. The lower panels
show the response in MT, averaged over four presentations, produced by radially moving white dots on a black background. Time (in seconds) is
indicated on the x-axis (moving stimulus presented during period marked by gray), and MRI signal strength in the region of interest (MT) is
indicated on the y-axis.

lower, central-versus-peripheral,
and right-versus-left
visual
fields. Such results are described in detail elsewhere
(e.g.,
Schneider et al., 1993). Such functional maps allowed us to distinguish between retinotopically
specific cortical areas in each
subject, for the same slice planes used in other functional tests.
Other less retinotopic areas such as MT were distinguished
by
more global functional tests, such as selectivity for motion, contrast, color, etc. Areas were further defined based on cortical
location and topography.

MT mapsbasedon different sequences
It has been suggested that some MRI sequences may be less
susceptible to vascular artifact than the gradient echo sequences
typically used (Kwong et al., 1993; Turner et al., 1993). To test

whether the results in this mapping study were highly sequence
dependent, we stimulated with identical visual stimuli (radially
moving random dots) while scanning MT in the same individual
with (1) gradient echo (conventional
or asymmetric spin echo,
ASE), (2) spin echo inversion recovery (e.g., Kwong et al.,
1992, 1993), and (3) T2-weighted
(Kwong et al., 1993) sequences.
One example is shown in Figure 3. Paired activation maps
(top row) and averaged time courses of activity (bottom row),
taken from the same three scans, are shown for three different
sequences. The activation amplitude produced by the ASE (Fig.
3A), the T2-weighted
(Fig. 3B), and the spin echo IR (Fig. 3C)
sequences varied greatly, as shown previously (Kwong et al.,
1992, 1993; Bandettini et al., 1993). However, the localization
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Figure 4. Lower-magnification view of bilateral activation in human area MT The activation, indicated in pseudocolor, was produced by radially
moving random dots, using an asymmetric spin echo sequence,. The scale bar on the right indicates the statistical significance of this activation;
in this example it ranges up to a random probability of less than lo-*O in MT In this slice (parallel to the calcarine fissure, but two slices inferior
to it) activated regions near the midline are mostly ventral V2, which has some motion bias (see Fig. 9A). The achromatic image in the background
is a Tl -weighted image from the same slice, to clarify the anatomy. Following radiologic conventions, the left hemisphere appears on the right of
this figure, and vice versa. The surface coil was placed on the right posterior pole, which leads to a nonuniform sensitivity to MRI signals, most
visible from lower to upper in this figure. Scale bar, 2 cm.

of area MT did not vary greatly. The small differences in apparentlocalization betweenFigure 3A-C may be artifactual, due
to noise(e.g., Fig. 3B) or headmovement (the scanswere taken
up to 2 hr apart), or the differences may reflect sequence-dependentdifferencesin signalsource.No differencesin stimulus
selectivity (seebelow) were noted. We conclude that resultsdescribedbelow are not greatly dependenton the exact MRI sequence used, except in terms of signal amplitude and signal/
noiseratios.
Motion selectivity
Our standardtest for areassensitive to visual motion was to
comparethe ratio of activation produced by moving stimuli to
that produced by stationary stimuli, otherwise identical. The
stimulus
usedmost often was a random dot array (white dots on
black background; 2% density), presentedwhile (1) expanding,
(2) contracting, and (3) stationary. Radially moving dots were
usedpartly becausewhen fixated, they do not inducenystagmus,
unlike dots moving in a single direction. Moving and stationary

stimuli were presentedfor 40 set at a time, separatedby 40 set
periodsof spatially uniform stimulation.
High-contrast, moving stimuli produced activation in many
different areasof visual cortex, in most subjects.In one distinctive lateral area, responsesto fixated stationary stimuli were absent or markedly attenuated; the area is thus motion selective
(see Figs. 4, 5B). We refer to that lateral area of high motion
selectivity as MT. Typically, the high motion selectivity in MT
contrastedsharply with responsesin other areasincluding Vl
(seeFig. 5A) and V3 (seebelow): in the latter areasfMR1 amplitudes produced by stationary stimuli were more similar to
those producedby correspondingmoving stimuli.
The Talairach coordinatesof MT in our studies(lat 45, post
76, sup 3; SD = 3.6, 7.5, and 2.5, y1= 6, respectively) are in
good agreement
with
those of a motion-specific area (“V5”)
describedin earlier PET studies(lat 42, post 69, sup/inf 0, SD
- 8.4) (Watson et al., 1993).Although Talairachcoordinatesof
area MT are not available

from histological

studies (Clarke and

Miklossy, 1990; Sereno and Allman, 1991; Tootell and Taylor,
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Figure 6. Variability in motion selectivity across scans. For each individual scan in which the radial motion-versus-stationary random dot
stimuli were presented (e.g., Fig. 4), the percentage change in activity
(moving/stationary) was sampled in MT and Vl. Data were obtained
from 32 scans in 13 subjects for VI, and 29 scans in 12 subjects (a
subset of the Vl sample) for MT In area Vl, values were tightly clustered (range = 1.0-1.3). Values in MT were always more motion-selective than those in Vl, but they were more variable (range = 2.016.1). The increased variability may reflect inadvertent partial volume
sampling with adjacent areas of lesser motion selectivity, and/or the
effects of slight changes in the numerator on the motion selectivity ratio.
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Figlrre 5. Quantitative data showing that area MT responds selectively to moving (relative to stationary) stimuli. Area VI is much less
selective. The graph shows the time course of MRI signal amplitude
during a 6 min scan, sampled every 2 set in each slice. Time courses
are displayed from VI (A) and MT (B), from the same subject, in
response to the same stimuli during the same time periods. Each trace
is the average of two serial stimulus presentations. During each scan,
the random dots moved radially (either expanding or contracting during each period) during two 40 set periods, and they were stationary
in two periods of the same duration. These periods were separated by
40 set periods of baseline stimulation without random dots. Moving
and stationary periods are indicated above the graph. The data from
MT are noisier than that from V 1 because more voxels could be sampled from VI, since it is a larger area. The amplitude increased approximately 38 within both areas in response to the moving (expanding or contracting) random dots. Stationary random dot arrays,
otherwise identical, produced very robust responses in Vl but little
response in MT. This is consistent with earlier evidence that area MT
is motion selective. The roughly equivalent response in MT to expanding versus contracting stimuli suggests an absence of bias in the
number of cells preferring expanding versus contracting motion in
human MT Prominent, localized decreases in MRI amplitude (“undershoots”) occur in Vl following stimulation offset, here lasting approximately 40 sec. Such undershoots were less obvious in this and
other data from MT. The absolute amplitudes of activation in area MT
were often smaller than those in Vl, perhaps reflecting partial volume
sampling from a small area.

1994), the location of distinctive
histological
features also
matches the location of the PET and fMR1 motion-specific
MT,
insofar as the different measures can be compared.
We could discern no consistent relationship between the location of MT relative to surrounding cortical gyri. However, the
gyri themselves are not very consistent here. MT is usually (but
not always) buried within a shallow sulcus, as described in Watson et al. (1993). However, this could be simply because more
of the surface area in this region is gyral rather than sulcal.
In the macaque, it has been reported that cells preferring outward-radiating
directions of motion outnumber cells preferring
inward-radiating
motion, by a factor of approximately
2-3, in
MT (Albright,
1989) and MST (Tanaka and Saito, 1989, Graziano et al., 1993; see also Lagae et al., 1994). To test for an
analogous direction bias in man, we compared fMRI amplitudes
in response to expanding versus contracting dot fields. No significant differences were found (respectively, means = 3.38 and
3.52% activation, SDS = 0.34 and 0.5, SEs = 0.1 1 and 0.17).
To assess intersession variability, we plotted the motion selectivity ratios from areas Vl versus MT, for all available scans
(see Fig. 6). The moving/stationary
ratios in Vl are quite consistent, ranging from 1 to 1.3. Analogous ratios in MT range
more widely, from 2.2 to 16.1. Thus, MT is consistently more
motion selective than VI, although the motion selectivity in MT

is more variable.
The increasedvariability may be partly due to inadvertent
partial volume samplingof activity in areasimmediatelyventral
to MT (perhapsMST or FST); theseareastypically have a motion selectivity ratio near 2, when they can be functionally distinguishedby other tests(motion coherence,retinotopy, and eye
movements),describedelsewhere.
The generality that MT is mofim selective needsto be qualified. Flickering stationary stimuli alsoproducedfairly vigorous
activation

in MT (see Fig. 7), as well as in other visual cortical
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Figltre 7. Activation of area MT by flickering stationary stimuli. This
experiment was similar to that illustrated in Figure 5. However, the third
stimulus was a stationary random dot array, flickering at 2-3 Hz. It
produced almost as much activation as the moving random dot array
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all five identical stimulus presentations, from two subjects. The strong
response to flickering stationary stimuli indicates that area MT is not
always “motion-specific.”
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areas. Though this is inconsistentwith a detector that is strictly

motion-sensitive,it is consistentwith the behavior of area MT
neuronsin nonhuman primates. Optical recording of intrinsic
signals (which also reflect activity-driven cortical changesin
blood oxygenation and flow) showthat owl monkey MT can be
activated by stationary flickering as well as by moving stimuli
(Malonek et al., 1994). Single units in macaqueMT can also be
activated by stationary, flashed stimuli (e.g., Zeki, 1980; Albright, 1984; Felleman and Kaas, 1984; Rodmanand Albright,
1989; Lagae et al., 1994).
The motion specificity in MT and other areasremainedsimilar, when testedby a wide rangeof other moving stimuli. These
stimuli included (1) gratings (square,rectangular,or sine wave,
at one or systematicallyvaried orientationsand spatialfrequencies), and (2) dot arrays (random or regular arrays, white dots
on a black background, density 0550%). All these stimuli
moved coherently in a singleplane.Using the timing, resolution,
and analysisdescribedhere, we could not discriminatebetween
activity producedby one direction versusthe opposingdirection
(presentedat different times, to probe for direction columns),
nor between random dot arrays moving coherently in a single
direction versusmoving in opposingdirectionsconcurrently and
transparently (a probe for band/interbandsegregationin MT;
Born and Tootell, 1992).
Motion selectivio in other cortical areas
Other areas(determinedas describedin Fig. 2 and above) also
showed some motion selectivity, as revealed by our standard
moving-versus-stationarytest. The activation in such areaswas
often lower in amplitude and/or selectivity than that in MT.
Many subjectsshowedrelatively high motion selectivity immediately surroundingstriate cortex, in area V2 (seeFig. 8A).
We have not yet resolvedwhethermotion selectivity varies within V2, for example, within different stripe subdivisions.There
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Figure8. Time course of responses to radially moving versus stationarv, random dot stimuli in human visual areas V2 CA), V3 (B), and in
selected regions of inferior parietal cortex (C). The time courses are
averages of two identical stimulus presentations from two representative
subjects. The limits of area V2 and V3 were determined from the activity patterns produced by stimuli centered on the vertical-versus-horizontal meridia, as shown in Figure 2, and other retinotopically specific
stimuli. Activity in area V2 is slightly more motion biased than that in
Vl, but V3 shows very little motion bias. Activity in inferior parietal
cortex is shown only for selected subregions that are motion specific;
other areas of inferior parietal cortex are not motion biased.

was little motion selectivity in retinotopically determinedarea
V3 (seeFig. SB).
Distinct portions of inferior parietal cortex (within 3 cm of
the medial-lateralborder,just posterior to the intraparietal sul-
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cus) showed motion selectivity (see Fig. 8C). This is consistent
with tract tracing experiments in monkeys (Andersen et al.,
1990; Bousaoud et al., 1990) showing that major tributaries of
the dorsal stream project to inferior parietal cortex. Furthermore,
motion selectivity has been shown in some single units there
(e.g., Hyvarinen, 198I; Motter and Mountcastle, 1981; Andersen
et al., 1987).
Contrast sensitivity in VI and MT
One striking feature of macaqueMT is that it receivesprominent
input from cells in the magnocellularstream(Lund et al., 1976;
Maunsell and Van Essen,1983a;DeYoe and Van Essen,1985;
Shipp and Zeki, 1985).In the LGN, magnocellularneuronshave
markedly higher contrast sensitivity than their counterpartsin
the parvocellular layers (Shapleyet al., 1981; Kaplan and Shapley, 1982; Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Shapley and Perry,
1986; Purpura et al., 1988; Sclar et al., 1990). Average single
unit contrast sensitivity

increases even further in area MT neu-

rons (Sclar et al., 1990). In single units in prior area VI, the
average contrast sensitivity is much lower than that in MT If
this magno-/parvocellulardistinction also holds true in human
cortex, we should expect to find a high contrast sensitivity in
the fMR1 responseof humanarea MT, relative to that in V 1.
To makesuch measurements,
we presenteda moving (continuousunidirectionalhorizontal motion at 12”/sec.)vertical square
wave grating (0.1 cycle/degree), at systematically varied contrasts. In preliminary

tests, stimuli

of differing

contrast

were

ordered randomly. In subsequenttests, they were presentedin
order of increasingcontrast, to minimize the possibility of contrast adaptation.Grating stimuli were temporally separatedby
stimuli of zero contrast but equal meanluminance.
In area V 1, such stimuli produced a progressiveincreasein
MRI amplitudewith increasinglog contrast, acrossmost of the
contrast rangetested(seeFigs. 9, 10). However, in MT, reliable
responsescould be obtained through the lowest contraststested
(1.6%), and were apparently saturatedat contrastshigher than
that (see Figs. 9, 10). As in all other comparisons

between

MT

and V 1, the contrast responsedifferences were obtained from
the samesubjects,at the sametimes, using the samestimuli.
Figure 10B showsthat similar resultswere obtained when contrast sensitivity resultsfrom all contrast gain tests were pooled.
Similar contrast differences were seen between V 1 and MT
when contrast-varying concentricrings were usedastest stimuli;
this controls for the possibility that OKN (producedby the vertical grating) contributed to the contrasteffect. The differences
in contrast sensitivity betweenthesetwo areassuggeststhat (1)
humanareaMT receivesa dominantinput from a magnocellular
stream, and (2) this magnocellularstream is functionally specialized, as in macaque(Sclar et al., 1990).
Contrast sensitivity in other cortical areus
The robust differences in contrast sensitivity between V 1 and
MT encouragedus to use stimuluscontrast as a probe to look
for magnocellularstreamdominancein additionalcortical areas,
also visible in the samescans.
The contrastsensitivity in humanV2 was only slightly higher
than that in V 1, whereas

the contrast sensitivity

in V3 was in-

distinguishablefrom that in MT (see Fig. IOA). The high contrast sensitivity in humanV3 is consistentwith relatedevidence
in macaque:V3 is the only cortical area besidesMT that receives major input from magnocellular-dominatedstriate layer
4B (Burkhalter et al., 1986),and cells in macaquelayer 4B have
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Figure9. Representative time courses in response to gratings of different luminance contrast, in Vl (A) and MT (B). Stimuli were moving
(12”/sec), vertical square wave gratings (spatial frequency = 0.1 cycle/
degree). Periods of zero contrast and equal mean luminance were interspersed between periods of contrast 1.6, 6.3, 25, and 78% (indicated
above graph). The time courses illustrated are an average of two stimulus presentations from one subject. Gratings of intervening contrast
(3.1, 12.6, 5 1, and 82%) were presented in other scans during the same
scan session. In Vl (A), MRI amplitudes increased steadily with increasing contrast. In MT (B), MRI amplitudes were of approximately
equal amplitude (saturated) at all higher contrasts. As elsewhere, time
course data from MT appears noisier because it is a smaller cortical
area than Vl; thus, samples were taken from a smaller number of voxels. These differences in fMRI contrast sensitivity are consistent with
those seen earlier in single unit studies of contrast gain in Vl and MT
(S&r et al., 1990), and they are consistent with a magnocellular-stream
bias in human MT

a relatively high contrast sensitivity (Hawken and Parker, 1984;
Hawken et al., 1988; Tootell et al., 1988b; Hubel and Livingstone, 1990). The striate-like contrast sensitivity in human V2
also makessense:macaqueV2 receives most of its input from
striate layers 2 + 3, which have a lower contrast sensitivity
(Tootell et al., 1988b; Hubel and Livingstone, 1990) and are
more dominated by parvocellular stream inputs (Lund and
Boothe, 1975; Fitzpatrick et al., 1985; Yoshioka et al., 1993).
The contrast sensitivity in activated areasof inferior parietal
cortex wassimilar to that in V3 and MT. This strongly suggests
a prominent magnocellularstreaminput into human inferior parietal cortex, as one might expect from the organization of macaquevisual pathways.
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To study this issue,we presentedvertical gratings (sinusoidal
or squarewave), varying in luminanceor color or both. In the
test mode (seebelow), a red-green stimulus moved coherently
in a singledirection and speed.
In the equiluminancecalibration mode, the stimulus was as
follows. First, a red-black and a green-black counterphasing
grating were added,180” out of phase.Both counterphasedgratings were in turn composedof two smoothly moving sinusoidal
gratings, moving in opposingdirections. A small amountof luminancecontrast (e.g., 10%) was addedto one of the two moving gratings for each color-black combination, so that the redblack grating had an apparent movement to the right, and the
green-blackhad an apparentmovementto the left. The subject’s
task was to adjust the intensities of the red-black and greenblack gratings by using a mouseuntil the overall apparentmo-
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tion was nulled
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Figure 10. Luminance contrast gain functions derived from MRI measurements. A shows averaged data from two complete contrast gain
functions in a single subject, from areas MT, Vl, and V3. The amplitudes in each area were normalized relative to the amplitude produced
by the highest contrast presented (82%). B shows averaged data from
all subjects tested with these contrasts, amounting to eight complete
stimulus presentations in four subjects. SE bars are indicated for each
data point. The amplitudes from each area are normalized as in A, since
absolute levels of activation are not meaningful in this context. In both
A and B, the contrast sensitivity in area MT is much higher than that
in Vl, over most of the contrast range. The half-amplitude of the contrast gain function in MT is near l%, varying slightly in different subjects. At most contrasts above that, MRI amplitudes in MT are saturated.
In VI, one needs approximately 15% luminance contrast to produce a
half-amplitude response, and the response continues to increase up to
the highest contrast tested. The high contrast sensitivity in human MT
strongly suggest that it receives dominant input from magnocellular
stream inputs, as in macaque MT

Equiluminant color
In humans,it has been shown that the visual motion in colorvarying

stimuli

appears to slow down (or even stop) when the

luminanceof the colored sectorsis equated(“iso- or equiluminance”) (Ramachandranand Gregory, 197X; Anstis, 1970; Cavanagh et al., 1985; Gorea and Papathomas,1989; Cavanagh
and Anstis, 1991; Cavanagh, 1993). This hasbeen attributed to
reductionsin the activity of area MT neuronsat equiluminance
(e.g., Livingstone and Hubel, 1988). In single unit testsof macaque monkey, area MT neuronstypically decreasefiring rates
at or near equiluminance,but do not becomesilent (Charlesand
Logothetis, 1989; Saito et al., 1989; Albright,
ner et al., 1994).

1991; Gegenfurt-

or balanced.

Approximately

10 measurements

were made and averagedfor each subject. The equiluminance
measurements
were madeoutsidethe magnetimmediately prior
to the scanningsession,using the samesoftware and optics as
were usedduring the actual experiments.
The test stimulus,presentedinside the magnet, was a continuously drifting squarewave grating. The mean luminancewas
approximately 200 Ft.-L., and the dominant wavelengthsof the
red and green were roughly 610 and 540 nm, respectively. The
grating was defocusedslightly (-0.5 D) to minimize any luminanceartifacts at the red-greenborders.The spatial and temporal frequenciesof the grating were low (spatial frequency =
0.1 cycle/degree; temporal frequency = 0.8-1.0 Hz), to maximize the difference between luminance and color channelsat
equiluminance(e.g., Hawken et al., 1994). The grating was either (1) black-white (-85% contrast), (2) color-black (red-black
or green-black, -85% contrast), or (3) red-green, at the individual’sequiluminancesettingand at systematicallyvaried settings
bracketing equiluminance.
Figure 11 shows the average responsesfrom all our colorluminancetestsin MT and Vl. The red-greenratios have been
converted to equivalent units of luminance contrast, so that
green-black (85% luminance contrast) appearsat the left, and
red-black (82% luminance contrast) appearsto the right. Responseamplitudesfrom different subjectsare normalizedto each
other, basedon their responseto black-white gratings(amplitude
= 1). In MT, responsesat equiluminance (0% contrast) decreasedto approximately three-fifths of that producedby blackwhite

stimuli.

Responses

to stimuli

varying

maximally

in both

color and luminance (red-black, green-black) were similar to
thoseproducedby luminancevariations alone. The width of the
equiluminancedip is fairly broad (full width at half-minimum
= -35% luminancecontrast). Responsesin area Vl during the
samescansshowedno significant decreaseat equiluminance.
Interhemisphericretinotopy
In macaquestriatecortex, receptive fields are smallandconfined
to the contralateral visual field (e.g., Daniel and Whitteridge,
1961; Hubel and Wiesel, 1969; Tootell et al., 1988a).In highertier areas,receptive fields becomeprogressively larger,and they
extend further into the ipsilateralvisual field. Macaque MT occupies an intermediate position in this hierarchy: its receptive
fields are approximately 5-10 times the size of thosein Vl and
extend up to 20” into the ipsilateral visual field (Gattass and
Gross, 1981; Van Essenet al., 1981;Desimoneand Ungerleider,
1986; Maunsell and Van Essen,1987; Albright and Desimone,
1987). Areas surroundingMT (e.g., MST, FST, V4, area7) have
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Figure 11. Response of human areas MT and Vl to color-varying
gratings at equal and systematically unequal luminances. For each data
point, the y-axis shows the amplitude of the MRI response to a moving
red-green grating (spatial frequency = -0.1 cycle/degree; temporal frequency = 0.8-l Hz). These values are expressed in percentage change,
relative to baseline conditions lacking a grating. In both VI and MT,
all responses are normalized (amplitude = 1.0) to the response to an
achromatic (black-white) grating of identical spatial and temporal parameters and high (-85%) contrast, sampled during the same scans. On
the x-axis are luminances of the red-green grating, expressed in terms
of percentage luminance contrast for each subject. Maximum green bias
(C = green/black) appears on the left, and maximum red bias (R =
red/black) appears on the right. The fMR1 response to each subject’s
equiluminance point is shown at zero luminance contrast (grating =
red/green). The graph pools all data gathered using these parameters,
from three subjects and 4-16 stimulus presentations (12 difference images per presentation) per data point. Error bars are indicated for each
data point. In MT, responses over the extremes of the color-luminance
range are within lo-20% of each other, centered around 1.0, the amplitude produced by the black-white grating. At equiluminance, responses decrease to approximately 60% of that value. The full bandwidth of this dip at half-minima is approximately 35% (? 17%)
luminance contrast. In Vl, the response function is much more flat,
showing only a very mild equiluminance dip.

even larger receptive fields, including
more representation
of
both the contralateral and ipsilateral visual fields.
To test whether the interhemispheric
retinotopy in human MT
is similar to that in monkey, we presented (in 40 set alternation)
moving regular dot arrays confined to either the left or right
hemifield, extending all the way to the vertical meridian. In
fMR1 studies of area VI, such stimuli have been shown to specifically activate the stimulated hemisphere (Belliveau
et al.,
1992; Kwong et al., 1992). However, when similar stimuli were
used in the present study, human MT was activated in both left
and right hemispheres (ratio of activation in ipsi- versus contralateral hemispheres = -0.9; see Fig. 12B).
In MT, we obtained significant hemifield alternation
only
when we removed (“trimmed”)
the dot fields from the vertical
meridian and some angular extent (e.g., 20”) on either side of
it. In addition, the fixation spot was displaced away from the
center of the trimmed stimuli (2” for the 140” stimulus, 4” for
the 100” stimulus), to compensate for fixation instability
and
interhemispheric
activation
around the fovea1 representation.
Such trimmed stimuli produced activation that was much more
specific to the stimulated hemisphere than the original 180” hemifield stimulus (see Fig. 12B).
Combined results from these experiments suggest that receptive fields in human MT extend more than 20” into the ipsilateral
visual field. Areas adjacent to human MT were more equally
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Figure 22. Measurement of the extent of interhemispheric overlap in
human area MT in the left hemisphere. A shows the time course of
activation produced by stimulation with a moving rectangular dot array.
In the “ipsi” and “contra” conditions, the dot array was confined to
either ipsilateral or contralateral visual fields. In this experiment it was
furthermore deleted from 20” of the visual field abutting the vertical
meridian, and the fixation point was additionally moved approximately
2” into the blank visual field. The stimuli used in each time period are
diagrammed schematically above the graph. Periods of ipsilateral visual
field stimulation are indicated by lines sloping downward from left-toright, and contralateral stimulation is indicated in time periods with the
line orientation reversed. The final period of full-field stimulation is
indicated with horizontallines. The time course is an average of two
stimulus presentations from a single subject. Using this stimulus, activation in the ipsilateral visual field produced approximately 30% of the
amplitude produced by activation of the contralateral visual field (A,
and middle data point in B). Stimulation by dot arrays extending all the
way up to the vertical meridian (leftmost, 180” condition in B) produced
ipsilateral activation that was almost equal to that produced by contralateral activation, and dot arrays sparing even more of visual field adjacent to the vertical meridian produced essentially no activation when
appearing in the ipsilateral visual field (rightmost, 140” condition in B).
activated by both left and right hemifield stimuli, even when
visual field regions along the vertical meridian were spared.
These results are generally consistent with the extent of interhemispheric activation in macaque MT. However, more precise
estimates were difficult due to incomplete fixation during the
unilateral stimulation,
because the interhemispheric
activation
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ly larger fMR1 amplitudes in MT. Levels of activation were indistinguishable
in upper versus lower visual field sectors, irrespective of whether we tested with stimuli that extended all the
way to the horizontal meridia, or “trimmed”
visual field stimuli
that systematically
spared the horizontal
meridia and slightly
more than 20” on either side of it (as shown in Fig. 13).

Central versusperipheral retinotopy
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Figure 13. Response of human MT to stimulation in upper versus
lower visual fields. Activation was sampled from all of the area. The
time course is the average of nine stimulus presentations from two subjects. Stimuli were moving, low-density, planar-motion rectangular arrays of white dots on a black background. In the first four stimulus
periods, the dots were confined to either upper or lower visual fields,
in alternation. During the last stimulus period, they extended throughout
the whole visual field. The stimuli are diagrammed schematically above
their corresponding time periods above the graph. Responses to upperversus-lower visual field were indistinguishable from each other in amplitude, and responses to the whole-field stimulation were significantly
greater than that to either subfield alone. This evidence argues against
a large bias in the representation of upper-versus-lower visual fields in
human MT

falls off nonlinearly
fMR1 measurements

with distance, and because comparable
have not been made in macaque.

Superior versusinferior retinotopy
In macaque MT, single unit data suggests that the representation
of the lower visual field is expanded relative to that of the upper
visual field (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1987). Such a retinotopic
bias was not apparent in optical recording studies in owl monkey
(Malonek et al., 1993); one possibility
is that such a bias is
species specific.
We tested whether human MT might have a lower field bias.
Subjects were presented with moving random dots confined to
either (1) the lower visual field, (2) the upper visual field, or (3)
the entire visual field, in addition to control periods of uniform
blank fields.
Here we do not address possible spatial (retinotopic)
differences in activity produced by these three stimuli; they were not
very apparent at this resolution anyway. Instead, we inferred the
extent of cortical activation based on amplitude differences within the total area. Thus, the region-of-analysis
was positioned
over all of MT, based on responses to the (full field) movingversus-stationary
stimuli.
fMR1 amplitudes were essentially equal in upper versus lower
visual field stimulations (see Fig. 13); this suggests that a lower
field bias does not exist in the retinotopic representation
of human MT The full-field control stimulus produced significantly
more activation than either upper or lower visual field stimulation (see Fig. 13). This confirms that activating a larger visual
field representation (more cortical area) produces corresponding-

Empirical measurements strongly suggest that the cortical magnification factor in V 1 varies approximately
logarithmically
with
eccentricity, in both macaque (Daniel and Whitteridge,
1961;
Hubel and Wiesel, 1969; Schwartz, 1980; Tootell et al., 1988a)
and humans (Dobelle et al., 1979; Horton and Hoyt, 1991). Evidence in subhuman primates suggests that the magnification
factor in MT is similar to that in Vl. However, in a related
extrastriate area (PO) the representation of the peripheral visual
field is relatively expanded (Allman and Kaas, 1976).
Here we compared magnification
factors in human Vl versus
MT by presenting annular-shaped
stimuli of equal-logarithmic
width at different eccentricities. Moving random dot arrays were
confined to annular- (donut-) shaped regions extending from either (1) 9240” or (2) 2-4.6” (log difference = 0.36). Consistent
with an approximately
logarithmic
magnification
factor, such
stimuli produce approximately
equal-sized areas of activation in
Vl.
Due to its small size and diffuse retinotopy, an identical analysis could not be performed in human MT. However, its magnification factor was measured indirectly by sampling in all of
visually activated MT Following
30 presentations
of central,
peripheral, and full-field moving dot stimuli (40 set each) in five
subjects, activity produced by the central versus peripheral stimuli was essentially equal (mean = 2.4 vs 2.6% change, SD =
1.0%) but less than that produced by full-field stimuli (4.2%).
The experimental results were thus similar to that shown in Figure 13. Since the two annular stimuli produced approximately
equal activity, the magnification
factor in human MT is presumably similar to that in V 1.

Discussion
Motion selectivity
The motion-selectivity
tests done earlier using the PET technique (Zeki et al., 1991; Watson et al., 1993) were quite similar
to those done here; in fact, our initial aim was to simply replicate
those results using the fMR1 technique. In those limited comparisons, our motion-specific
results match the PET data quite
well. Comparing moving versus stationary stimuli, we found a
distinctive motion-sensitive
area (“MT”)
in the same cortical
location as their “V5,” based on Talairach coordinates. These
coordinates are also generally consistent with those of an area
specific for attention-to-motion
that has been attributed to either
MT or MST (Corbetta et al., 1990). We found additional motionselective areas in inferior parietal cortex, which match expectations from macaque visual cortex, and with Figure 4 from the
PET studies of Watson et al. (1993).
The fMR1 data has relatively high spatial and temporal resolution, and it allows unlimited scans of activity from each given
subject to resolve progressively
more detailed issues. All these
factors made it possible to further characterize this single cortical
area in unprecedented
detail.
Because previous PET findings on MT are primarily pooled
results from many subjects, we were unprepared to find significant variability in the motion selectivity of this area (see Fig.
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6). Although the moving/stationary ratios in MT ranged over
almost a log unit, the motion selectivity in MT was robust
enough so that we found no overlap between ratios in MT versus
VI. Much of the variability was between individuals, rather than
between sessions, or between hemispheres. To our knowledge,
interindividual variation in motion selectivity has not been systematically assessed in monkey, but anecdotal observations are
consistent with such interindividual differences. The contrast
sensitivity of MT varied much less than did the motion selectivity data.
The present fMRI (see Fig. 7) and other functional measures
(single units, optical recording studies) make it clear that MT
can be activated by flickering stimuli, or the onset of stationary
stimuli. This seems counter to the characterization of MT as
motion selective. However, transient responses to the’onset of
stationary stimuli are compatible with some computational models of visual motion. One implication for brain mapping studies
is that one should not be surprised to find MT activated by some
stationary flickering stimuli, such as the flickering checkerboards
or flickering LED goggles used commonly in PET and fMR1
studies. Even if MT is not activated optimally by such stimuli,
its cells are highly sensitive and quite active, potentially more
so than its cortical neighbors.
The present study also demonstrated motion selectivity in
some regions of inferior parietal cortex. Preliminary PET data
from four subjects (Watson et al., 1993) also indicated a visual
motion-selective area in human posterior parietal cortex, similar
in location and size to that reported here. The motion selective
areas here may also be related to a distinctive cytochrome oxidase staining pattern in posterior parietal cortex (area “PX”), in
both macaque monkey and humans (Tootell and Taylor, 1994).
Contrast sensitivity
As in monkey MT, our fMR1 data suggest that motion processing
in human MT is linked with several other processing specializations, among them a higher contrast sensitivity. This has not
been reported previously in human MT, and it is persuasive evidence for a dominant magnocellular bias. Thus, in general terms
this also supports the notion of parallel visual pathways in man.
This intersection of attributes also means that the functional isolation of area MT can be greatly enhanced by testing with a
moving-stationary stimulus of low contrast.
The fMR1 evidence indicates further that additional areas such
as presumptive V3 and inferior parietal areas also have a high
contrast sensitivity. By extrapolation from the macaque literature, these areas in man also have a dominant input from the
magnocellular stream, so that a high contrast sensitivity in such
areas is not surprising. Unlike the case in MT, however, presumptive area V3 shows very little motion bias.
Equiluminant color motion
Both human psychophysics (Anstis, 1970; Ramachandran and
Gregory, 1978; Cavanagh et al., 1985; Gorea and Papathomas,
1989; Cavanagh and Anstis, 1991; Cavanagh, 1993) and macaque electrophysiology (Charles and Logothetis, 1989; Saito et
al., 1989; Albright, 1991; Gegenfurtner et al., 1994) predict that
MRI activation will decrease in human MT, when moving colorvarying gratings are equated in luminance.
To the extent that area MT can be modelled as an achromatic
detector driven by a unimodal spectral sensitivity curve, our
fMR1 contrast response curves predict that it would decrease its
response over a quite narrow range of luminance contrast (full
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width at half-height = ? l-1.5%, thus 2-3% luminance contrast) (see Fig. 10). However, such a hypothetical equiluminance
“dip” should be decreased (filled in) by (1) any color-opponent
inputs, (2) any rectified response to the borders of the colorvarying stimuli (Schiller and Colby, 1983, Saito et al., 1989;
Schiller et al., 1990), and (3) any moving luminance artifacts in
our stimuli.
On the other hand, any equiluminance dip should be widened
(but again filled in) by (1) inaccuracies in our measurement of
individual subject’s equiluminance points, and/or (2) variation
between equiluminance “null” points in individual magnocellular-dominated neurons.
The combination of all these factors made it difficult to predict
its exact shape of any equiluminance dip, or even whether we
should expect one at all. Given all possible factors that could
erase an equiluminance dip, the robust presence of the observed
dip suggests that much of the activity in MT/V5 is driven by
achromatic inputs. MRI response amplitudes showed no significant decrease at equiluminance in area Vl of the same subjects.
This data supports the idea that the dip is related to the decreased perception of motion at equiluminance. Quantitatively,
it is interesting to note that the amplitude of the dip (-60% of
the response to moving achromatic stimuli, otherwise identical)
is only three times larger than the average response to truly
stationary random dots in our moving-stationary tests (-20% of
the response to moving achromatic stimuli, otherwise identical;
Fig. 6), despite all the experimental and theoretical factors working against it.
In MT, the width of the equiluminance dip is approximately
a log unit broader than what one would predict from our achromatic contrast gain measurements (-35% vs 2-3% respectively, full width at half-amplitude). It is known that the equiluminance “null” point for individual magnocellular- and MT
cells in macaque ranges over approximately 0.4 log units (Schiller and Colby, 1983; Saito et al., 1989), and this would be expected to widen the dip in any overall measure such as fMR1.
Although this minimizes the apparent discrepancy, it does not
eliminate it (see also Cavanagh and Anstis, 1991). We are currently studying this question in greater detail to see if the discrepancy is due to species differences (macaque single units versus human fMRI), to stimulus differences between studies, or to
other factors.
Retinotopy
Two monkey genera have been thoroughly mapped: the Old
World macaque (for review, see Felleman and Van Essen, 1991)
and the New World Aotus (owl) monkey (for review, see Sereno
and Allman. 1991; Kaas, 1993). Approximately 40 million years
of evolution separates the macaque and owl monkeys, roughly
the evolutionary period separating macaque from humans (Ciochon and Chiarelli, 1980). Other (unknown) evolutionary variables may be more critical than absolute time in predicting the
extent of brain change between different primate species. Nevertheless, this evolutionary coincidence prompted us to look to
comparisons between cortical maps in these two monkeys, to
give us some idea of how much change to expect between cortical maps in humans versus monkeys.
In the owl and macaque monkey, areas Vl, V2, VP, and MT
(V5) are generally considered homologous (Burkhalter et al.,
1986; Felleman and Van Essen, 199 1; Sereno and Allman, 199 1;
Kaas, 1993). Satellite areas of MT (MST, FST) may also be
homologous. Areas DM versus V3, and DL versus V4, are ar-
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guably homologous. The many remaining cortical visual areas
in macaque and owl monkey are not obviously comparable. To
be fair, less is known about such areas, but the generality nevertheless emerges that it is the lower-tier areas that are evolutionarily conserved, and the higher-tier areas more variable
across evolution. Anatomical (Tootell et al., 1985) and comparative (e.g., Sereno and Allman, 1991; Kaas, 1993) evidence is
consistent with this generality.
In humans we might thus expect to find areas V 1, V2, VP,
MT, and perhaps V3, among others. Most of these areas are
highly or somewhat retinotopic, and the retinotopic areas border
adjoining cortical areas along the representation of either the
horizontal or vertical meridian. Previous anatomical (Clarke and
Miklossy, 1990; Horton and Hoyt, 1991) and functional (Schneider et al., 1993) studies aimed at defining human cortical areas
have been based on such reasoning.
Using retinotopically specific, pie-shaped wedges centered
along either vertical or horizontal meridia, we were able to activate the border region between presumptive areas V 1 versus
V2, V2 versus V3, V3 versus V3A, and V2 versus VP (see Fig.
2). Since there is a great deal of variability in the location of
human cortical areas (Stensaas et al., 1974; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Watson et al., 1993) it was only by first labeling
the borders between these areas that we were able to confidently
characterize each area’s behavior in subsequent fMR1 tests. Such
stimuli offer a quick and valuable tool for distinguishing cortical
areas.
Using retinotopically specific stimuli, human area MT was not
very retinotopic: we were not able to distinguish activation along
vertical versus horizontal meridia, nor upper versus lower visual
fields. This was not particularly surprising, since macaque MT
is also not very retinotopic (Gattas and Gross, 1981; Van Essen
et al., 1981; Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Albright and Desimone, 1987; Maunsell and Van Essen, 1987).
In human MT, however, we were able to make rough measurements of the degree of interhemispheric overlap (half-amplitude across the vertical meridian = -15”) in MT. Realistically, this value may be slightly inflated by partial volume
sampling with activity in adjacent areas such as MST and FST,
in macaque these areas are known to have larger receptive fields
and more vertical meridian sharing than does MT However, given only minor technical improvements (e.g., collection of data
at higher resolution, use of different sequences), this approach
could furnish indirect estimates of the average receptive field
size and hierarchical position in most cortical areas in human
visual cortex, including those that appear less retinotopic by other criteria.
In human MT, we were also able to indirectly measure the
magnification factor, and to test for the presence of a lower visual field bias, as described in macaque (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1987).
Overall
Converging fMR1 data from numerous different visual tests reveals an area in human visual cortex almost functionally indistinguishable from macaque MT Several different stimuli activated the same cortical region, within and between scanning
sessions. Results from this study emphasize that at least some
kinds of detailed functional tests can be carried out on welldefined cortical areas, complementing psychophysical information obtained from the whole person.
This study was designed initially to test whether (and to what

extent) the relatively new fMR1 technique could be used to map
the functional organization of human extrastriate visual cortex.
Because a great deal is known about monkey MT, and because
this area appears to be identifiable and relatively similar across
a wide range of primate species, one recurring theme here was
to simply test whether human MT behaved like monkey MT
The positive results described here validate the fMR1 technique
as well as our expectations about the evolution of extrastriate
visual cortical areas. These results thus also set the stage for a
more confident fMR1 exploration of currently unknown human
cortical visual areas, using more imaginative stimuli.
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